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Abstract: Air pollution is one of the major environmental concerns today, with high socio-economic
and public health impacts, which are expected to worsen in the future due to anthropogenic warming.
Among the toxic agents present in the atmosphere, coarse particles (PM10 and PM2.5) are some of
the most harmful for human health and the environment. Therefore, the study of these particles and
their association with meteorological constraining factors is of utmost importance. The aim of this
study is to analyze the circulation weather types (CWT) affecting PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations
measured at background monitoring stations in Portugal between 2006 and 2018. PM10 and PM2.5
were analyzed in terms of their intra-annual and inter-annual variability, their relations with CWT
and the characteristics of two major extreme events over Portugal. The analysis of the extreme
events relied on both background stations and through the near-real time data from Copernicus
Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) outputs. The inter-annual assessment showed a decrease
in concentrations over the studied years, mainly for PM10. Intra-annual assessment pointed to
higher concentrations during winter months. Higher PM concentrations were mostly associated
with CWTs with easterly or southerly components, characterized by low frequency of rainfall and
advection of dry air masses. The two analyzed extreme events, associated with mega wildfires
(15–17 October 2017) and dust intrusion (1–10 August 2018) were analyzed in more detail. Prominent
southerly and easterly circulations were observed during the onset and peak of the events, which
then later decayed due to the change to maritime flows (westerly and northerly circulation types)
which dispersed the particles.
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1. Introduction

The exponential growth of the population, technology and urban expansion that took
place since the industrial revolution has resulted in an amplification of the concentration
of certain toxic agents in the atmosphere [1]. The presence of toxic agents contributes
to the degradation of air quality (AQ), setting off the necessary conditions for urban at-
mospheres to become problematic at socio-economic and public health levels [2,3], and
become particularly harmful to individuals of sensitive groups [4–6]. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), about 6.5 million deaths per year result from exposure
to air pollution, which is expected to get worse as anthropogenic influence on air quality
can lead to pollution becoming the prime cause of death in the 21st century, limiting the
quality of life [7]. At the European level, the European Environment Agency [8] estimated
that more than 400,000 early deaths occurred in the European Union (EU) per year due to
air pollution. This has also been mentioned in several studies which analyzed the relation-
ship between pollutants and hospital admissions and mortality (e.g., [9–14]), focusing on
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different pollutants and areas of influence. This obviously imposes a high cost on society
in terms of health and socio-economic losses. Moreover, in about 30 years, outdoor air
pollution is expected to become one of the leading environmental causes of mortality, ahead
of dirty water and lack of sanitation [2]. Therefore, exposure to air pollutants is currently a
key environment-related health concern [3].

Among the toxic agents present in the atmosphere, particulate matter (PM) is one of the
most harmful [15], particularly those with less than 10, 2.5 or 1 micrometers (e.g., PM10 and
PM2.5, PM1). PM has high spatial and temporal variability [16], being influenced by several
factors, such as local topography and emissions [17]. However, it is also extremely sensitive
to meteorological conditions [18–20], namely to wind direction and speed, relative humidity,
precipitation, sea level pressure, temperature, cloud cover, dew point temperature and the
boundary layer height [18–21]. Apart from the instantaneous influence of meteorological
conditions (as measured by a panoply of meteorological variables), some studies have
shown that there is an association between the variability of pollutants in the atmosphere
and the inter-annual variation of atmospheric circulation patterns (circulation weather
types, CWT) [18,22–24]. In particular, for the Iberian Peninsula, several studies were carried
out, analyzing the relationships between various pollutants and atmospheric circulation
patterns (e.g., [23,25,26]), or analyzing dust intrusions and their contributions to mortality
and health impacts (e.g., [13,14,24]. According to these latest publications, there is a
clear link between the increase of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations and the increase in
mortality and hospital admissions. With the increase of desertification over arid and
semi-arid areas in the vicinity of the Iberian Peninsula, an increase in extreme episodes
of dust intrusion originating in North Africa is expected [27]. Moreover, and adding to
this the long-range transport of dust [14,24], southwestern European countries endure a
supplementary burden from the pollutants emissions resulting from fires [28,29]. Biomass
burning favors the exceedance of normative AQ thresholds [30], contributing to a general
degradation of AQ, which is expected to worsen due to a projected increase in wildfire
frequency in certain areas [31–33], with wildfire smoke representing a significant health
risk [30], as expected due to climate change [34].

Despite all the mitigation strategies, wildfire frequency in general, and of very large
fires (known as mega-fires, i.e., fires that burn more than 10,000 ha (100 km2) in particular)
is increasing over southern Europe, generating high human, economic and environmental
impacts, due to a dangerous combination of climate change, fuel accumulation and increas-
ing human pressure on ignitions [35]. These very large fires are generally characterized by
extreme behavior, being a significant atmospheric source of particulate matter and other
pollutants (e.g., carbon monoxide and dioxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxides and volatile
organic compounds) contained in the large smoke plumes released, which have an impor-
tant impact at local and regional levels [36]. Generally, PM dispersion is confined to the
proximity of the perimeters of fires due to their relatively short atmospheric lifetimes, from
days to weeks. However, when hot and very dry meteorological conditions are present, PM
particles can be transported over thousands of kilometers before being removed from the
atmosphere by deposition processes, due to large injection heights emissions, impacting
distant populations [36–38]. Nevertheless, emissions information from wildfires in Europe,
and particularly in Portugal, is extremely scarce [39], with only a few reports on trace gases
and PM emissions from wildfires [36,39–44]. Therefore, wildfire emissions’ assessments
are mandatory to source apportionment to minimize their environmental impacts and,
consequently, human health impacts.

This work aims to study the association between atmospheric circulation patterns
and the occurrence of PM pollution episodes, namely coarse particulate matter concen-
trations (PM10 and PM2.5) registered by local monitoring stations from the Portuguese
air quality monitoring network [45] and through the near-real time data from Copernicus
Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS, [46]). Air quality will be analyzed in terms of
(i) PM intra-annual and inter-annual variability; (ii) PM relations with prevailing atmo-
spheric circulation patterns; (iii) characteristics of two major extreme PM events, namely
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the mega fires of 15th of October 2017 and the extreme Saharan intrusion of August 2018
over Portugal. The analysis of the extreme events will rely on both background stations
and through the near-real time data from Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service
CAMS-NRT outputs [46]. Most of the studies analyzing PM concentrations (with different
purposes) rely solely on background monitoring stations’ data (e.g., [18,23,41]), which
can be a caveat, as they can have missing values and are spatially scarce. This caveat is
sometimes resolved by using air statistical models (e.g., [17,19]) or satellite data (e.g., [16]).
The use of two different types of air quality datasets, combining the temporal advantage of
background monitoring stations and the broader spatial information introduced by CAMS-
NRT, constitutes a novelty, particularly for Portugal. Based on the proposed approach,
we expect to highlight the importance of certain CWTs on the setting and dispersion of
pollution events. Another aspect which constitutes a novelty is that it is the first time that
PM2.5 is assessed using a circulation-to-environment approach in Portugal, to the best of
our knowledge.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Air Quality Data

Hourly measurements of PM10 and PM2.5 were retrieved from the air quality moni-
toring stations of the Portuguese Environment Agency (Agência Portuguesa do Ambiente,
APA [45] (Figure 1, Table 1). The hourly PM10 and PM2.5 datasets, covering 13 years
of data, from 2006 to 2018, were then aggregated into daily mean concentrations. Only
background stations were chosen, so correlations would be more clearly revealed and
so that the confounding effect of local urban vehicular emissions would be limited [18].
Missing data were not included in the present analysis. All retrieved data were previously
verified and validated by APA.

2.2. Circulation-to-Environment Approach

Daily PM concentrations were associated with synoptic CWT, which were identi-
fied based on daily mean sea level pressure (MSLP), obtained from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Era5 reanalysis [47], across the period
2004–2018, on a 0.25◦ latitude–longitude grid. The adopted approach followed the pro-
cedure by Trigo and DaCamara [48], initially proposed for the analysis of precipitation
in the Iberia Peninsula, describing the regional atmospheric circulation based on a small
set of circulation parameters [49]. This method allowed us to agglomerate multivariate
information in a univariate form with attributed classes of performance [50]. This approach
has already been successfully applied to several studies relating air quality and pollutants,
both in Portugal [23] and Spain [14,24]. The CWTs were determined using the geostrophic
wind approximation and adopting physical or geometrical parameters which follow Trigo
and DaCamara [48]. All the indices were computed using MSLP values obtained for the
16 grid points centered over Portugal. A total of 26 CWTs were defined: 10 pure types
(NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, N, C and A; Figure 2), and 16 hybrid types (8 for each C or
A hybrid). A hybrid CWT simultaneously has characteristics of two distinct patterns, one
that reflects the direction (NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, N) and the other the vorticity (Cyclonic,
C; Anticyclonic, A). For simplification, it was considered that each of these hybrid types
contributes 50% for their respective directional and vorticity pattern.

Additionally, composites of average MSLP and 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500)
were computed for days characterized by PM observations above legal thresholds, and for
the specific CWTs which are more prone to low AQ.

2.3. Extreme Events

Having obtained all CWTs patterns and time series for the selected study period,
possible links with PM observations were evaluated through a circulation-to-environment
approach. Special attention was given to two distinct events, one related to the occurrence
of very large fires and the other to the intrusion of air masses from northern Africa. The
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choice of these two types of events is linked to the fact that both constitute two important
sources of PM affecting Portugal [23,24,51].

The first event being analyzed occurred during the 2017 fire season in Portugal, which
was one of the most severe of the last 20 years, with around half a million hectares of
burnt area, representing more than 50% of the burnt area that year in southern European
countries [52,53]. The most severe impacts occurred over the Portuguese central region,
with the Pedrogão Grande fire in June and the widespread October mega-fires, with the
latter exceeding all previous events in dimension, and both resulting in dramatic impact in
terms of loss of lives [28,41,52,53].
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Figure 1. Location of the air quality monitoring stations.

Table 1. Air quality data information (Monitoring stations’ Id, altitude and location) and basic statistics of pollutants.

Station Id Altitude (m) Latitude Longitude
PM10 PM2.5

Mean Value
(µg/m3)

Max Value
(µg/m3)

Mean Value
(µg/m3)

Max Value
(µg/m3)

Chamusca 1 143 39◦21′09” −8◦27′58” 16.77 203.13 8.83 148.0

Ervedeira 2 60 39◦55′26” −8◦53′30” 20.62 1000.0 10.66 120.0

Estarreja 3 15 40◦45′31” −8º34′02” 28.50 311.0 15.61 241.0

Fundão 4 473 40◦13′59” −7◦18′07” 13.57 367.0 6.58 232.0

Ílhavo 5 32 40◦35′23” −8◦40′14” 24.83 237.0 - -

Instituto Geofísico de Coimbra 6 145 40◦12′25” −8◦24′39” 20.84 287.0 - -

Loures-Centro 7 10 38◦49′47” −9◦09′52” 22.56 185.37 - -

Olivais 8 32 38◦46′08” −9◦06′29” 23.88 167.61 12.12 112.0

Terena 9 187 38◦36′54” −7◦23′51” 21.83 640.0 11.98 2060.0

Malpique 10 45 37◦05′30” −8◦14′59” 22.38 273.9 - -

Lamas d’Olo 11 1086 41◦22′17” −7◦47′27” 15.68 288.0 5.34 107.0

Alcoutim 12 300 37◦18′45” −7◦40′43” 15.08 278.1 6.50 138.0

Vermoim 13 90 41◦14′08” −8◦37′07” 31.28 337.0 8.53 319.0
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Figure 2. Average mean sea level pressure for each circulation weather type (CWT), centered over mainland Portugal
during 2006–2018.

The second event is particularly interesting as it constitutes a succession of extreme
events that occurred in the summer of 2018. Early August 2018 presented a short-lived but
record-breaking extreme heat episode in Portugal [51]. This was the result of the advection
of an anomalously warm air mass, which originated over the Sahara region, and was
transported under the influence of a strong subtropical ridge pattern. During this episode,
almost 50% of surface stations broke their all-time temperature records in Portugal. The
air mass responsible for this occurrence presented a very high concentration of Saharan
dust, and was trapped for several days over the region. Furthermore, a large fire started in
southern Portugal, which also contributed to the rise in pollution levels.

These events of extremely high PM concentrations might also have been related to
increased health risk and mortality, besides the direct relevance of extreme heat expo-
sure [41].

PM concentrations (PM10 and PM2.5) for both events were assessed, based on obser-
vations from local stations from the Portuguese monitoring network (Figure 1 and Table 1),
and through the near-real time data from Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service, a
component of the European Earth Observation program Copernicus [46].

CAMS global near-real time (NRT) service provides daily analyses and forecasts of
reactive trace gases, greenhouse gases and aerosol concentrations, for the European do-
main at significantly higher spatial resolution (0.1 degrees, approx. 10 km), based on the
Integrated Forecast System (IFS) modelling system at ECMWF, using the available meteo-
rological and atmospheric composition observations which are ingested in the ECMWF
4D-Var assimilation system [54].

3. Results
3.1. Air Quality Characterization

PM10 and PM2.5 data collected by the background monitoring stations (Figure 1) were
analyzed in terms of their inter- and intra-annual variability. Figure 3 represents weekly,
monthly and annual variations of PM10 and PM2.5 for the whole of mainland Portugal
through a boxplot type representation. The boxplots allow us to observe the variation and
variability of the values of each pollutant.

The annual average values of both PM10 and PM2.5 show their highest upper and
median limits in the first years of the study period, with an apparent downward trend
during the last decade, as expected. The monthly mean values of PM10 present medians
higher than those of PM2.5, as well as a greater variability. The annual cycle is more evident
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in the case of PM10 than in PM2.5. In terms of weekly variations, it is shown that, for both
PM10 and PM2.5, the medians tend to present lower values during Sundays, remaining
relatively constant during the remaining days of the week. This may be due to a lower
level of car traffic during the weekend.
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3.2. CWT Characterization

Prevailing circulation patterns were determined and associated with daily PM10 and
PM2.5 values. The relative frequency of each CWT over the period 2006–2018 is shown
in Table 2. The anticyclonic (A) type is the most frequent circulation pattern throughout
the year, except for summer, which is also highly influenced by the northeast (NE) and
north (N) circulation types. The anticyclonic (A) type’s predominance is mainly due to the
migration of the Azores anticyclone towards the peninsula [55].

The meridional circulation types north (N) and south (S) present opposite behavior:
while S is almost insignificant, especially during spring and summer, N is a dominant
CWT, particularly during the referred seasons. The directional CWTs with a significant
southern to southeasterly component (S, SE) are the least frequent of all the weather types
throughout the year. This is also true in the case of SW in the summer, although the
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SW regimes increase during winter and early spring. Throughout the year, the relative
frequency of cyclonic (C) situations does not change significantly, reaching two relative
peaks, one in the spring and the other in autumn.

Table 2. Seasonal (and annual, light gray row) relative frequencies (in %) of each CWT during
2006–2018.

NE E SE S SW W NW N C A Total

Winter (DJF) 5.8 6.9 3.3 3.9 7.7 11.2 6.4 6.3 6.1 42.4 100.0

Spring (MAM) 13.4 8.3 2.4 1.2 5.6 8.0 8.6 11.7 12.9 27.8 100.0

Summer (JJA) 26.0 2.0 0.1 0.2 1.3 3.7 9.7 26.6 6.7 23.7 100.0

Autumn (SON) 14.5 8.8 1.9 2.1 8.9 7.5 6.1 7.6 12.1 30.4 100.0

Year 14.9 6.5 2.0 1.9 5.9 7.6 7.7 13.1 9.4 31.1 100.0

Trigo and DaCamara [48] have shown that the precipitation regime in Portugal is con-
trolled by the monthly frequency of a few CWTs, namely C, W and SW, these CWTs being
responsible for the highest fraction of spring and autumn precipitation over Iberia [56].
Although the anticyclonic type (A) is the most frequent CWT affecting Portugal, it presents
a low contribution to winter precipitation [48]. Conversely, several works have shown that
a higher concentration of pollutants in the Iberian Peninsula is associated predominantly
with synoptic circulation characterized by an easterly component and the advection of dry
air masses [23,24]. Therefore, here we aim to assess how the most/less predominant CWTs
are associated with the occurrence of air pollution events, particularly in the case of the
previously less-analyzed PM2.5.

3.3. Association between CWT and Air Quality

After the identification of the prevailing CWT, their association with PM values at the
daily scale was performed to identify links between circulation patterns and AQ variables.
Figure 4 shows the boxplots representing the values and variability of the concentration of
PM10 and PM2.5 for all stations and for each CWT. It is possible to see that, amongst the
different patterns of directional atmospheric circulation, those that have an easterly and/or
southerly component (NE, E, SE, S) tend to present higher associated values, compared to
the remaining CWTs.
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Composite maps for MSLP and Z500 were calculated for the CWTs that are most
relevant to the occurrence of high values of each pollutant (Figure 5), in order to obtain a
more in-depth understanding of the large-scale circulation and mechanisms behind the
relationship between AQ and CWT. Days when PM10 and PM2.5 surpassed the legal
threshold were considered [57].
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As expected, the large-scale synoptic configuration for MSLP observed in the compos-
ites from Figure 5 does not differ significantly from the all-day composites presented in
Figure 1, depicting surface pressure patterns that favor easterly and/or southerly advection
towards continental Portugal. Moreover, there are no significant differences between the
patterns observed for PM10 and PM2.5 episodes (neither are there differences between
different seasons—not shown), stressing that transport mechanisms are essentially the
same for the two pollutants (in fact, many PM10 and PM2.5 episodes are concurrent). These
are surface flows which allow the transport of either: (i) remote dust particles, originating
from northern Africa; (ii) a shorter transport of pollutants related to wildfires, originating
within the Iberian Peninsula domain, and even inside Portugal. These processes will be
further detailed in Section 3.4.

The typical large-scale patterns observed aloft are also depicted in Figure 5, revealing
a common feature in all four composites: a ridge pattern extending from subtropical
latitudes towards mid/high latitudes. This is more pronounced for the NE type, and
much more modest for the S type. This is not surprising, as the previous pattern is more
typical of warmer seasons (see Table 2), with a prominent anticyclone affecting Iberia, thus
contributing to higher Z500. This is opposite to southerly flows, which are more frequent
during winter. Nevertheless, these common ridge patterns which are observed throughout
the year for the chosen CWTs are a typical fingerprint of Saharan intrusions, and of above-
average temperatures in Portugal, which are the main drivers for the abovementioned
particle transport mechanisms.

3.4. Extreme PM Events

Episodes of air pollution pose a serious problem to human health and to the envi-
ronment [2–6], as air pollutants in the atmosphere may sometimes considerably exceed
established limit values [57]. These episodes can be related to the presence of certain specific
weather conditions, such as the presence of boundary layer inversions [58], regional and
long-range transport [18–20,22–24,38] and also emissions from natural and anthropogenic
sources [30,37,59]. Accordingly, it is vital to understand the underlying processes that lead
to significant episodes of air pollution at local, regional and continental scales.

Here, two particularly extreme events which resulted in very high concentration
values of PM10 and PM2.5 were evaluated, namely, the events which took place between
15th–17th of October, 2017, and 3rd–10th of August, 2018.
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3.4.1. October 2017 Megafires

On 15 October 2017, thirty-eight large fires started in continental Portugal, with 6
mega fires and 10 large fires occurring in central Portugal; these represented 94% of the
total burnt area [52,53,60], and resulted in extreme impacts in terms of human fatalities
and infrastructures.

The passage of Hurricane Ophelia over Portuguese waters was a critical driving force
of these fires’ occurrence, enabling the high wind speed from a southerly component
related to the advection of a very warm and dry air mass that allowed the rapid fires’
spread. Additionally, the set of pyro-convective phenomena subsequently developed
contributed to the uncontrollable nature of these fires during the afternoon of 15th Octo-
ber through to the night of 16th October. The energy released by these fires originated
different episodes of pyro-convection. The occurrence of these pyro-convective events
triggered the stronger wind gusts linked to the ongoing fires during that afternoon and
night, contributing to strong downdrafts, with a northeastward propagation, and thus
contributing to very significant smoke dispersion from the fire [36]. The occurrence of these
phenomena was classified as the largest pyro-convective event so far registered in Europe
and the world’s largest in 2017, with an average of 10 thousand ha (100 km2) burned per
hour during approximately 13 consecutive hours [60], which induced the emission of a
high concentration of pollutants [36].

PM concentrations emitted during this extreme event were assessed through the anal-
ysis of monitoring stations’ records (Figure 6) and CAMS-NRT data (Figures 7 and 8) for
the period comprising 6th–17th of October 2017. PM concentrations registered by the local
monitoring stations reached maximum daily values which exceeded the 50 µg/m3 daily
threshold for PM10 and 25 µg/m3 for PM2.5 [57], respectively. PM10 maximum daily val-
ues were registered in Ervedeira monitoring station, where the maximum value observed
was up to 1000 µg/m3 on October 16th. On the other hand, PM2.5 maximum daily values
were registered over Chamusca monitoring station, 150 µg/m3–125 µg/m3 on October
16th–17th; and over Estarreja monitoring station, 125 µg/m3 on October 16th, respectively.

The results from the monitoring stations are in accordance with the CAMS-NRT data,
with the advantage of the latter providing a broader spatial information on the range of
areas affected by the pollution event. It should also be highlighted that CAMS-NRT data
show values much higher than those registered in the monitoring stations. The results
from CAMS-NRT increased as expected during the duration of the event, with daily
concentrations substantially exceeding the AQ established limit values, reaching values
up to 5550 µg/m3 for PM10 and 4450 µg/m3 for PM2.5. The maximum PM observed
values occurred on the 17th October, with daily PM10 concentrations ranging between
1110 µg/m3 and up to 5550 µg/m3; and daily PM2.5 concentrations ranging between
650 µg/m3 up to 4450 µg/m3 as can be seen in Figure 7. As expected, PM10 and PM2.5
present a very similar spatial distribution of the concentration values. What is particularly
interesting during this event is the fact that, although reaching spectacularly high values,
the concentrations diminished quickly (~1–2 days) to levels below the legal thresholds. This
was in fact potentiated by a quick turning to a more westerly flow, as depicted by the CWTs,
which thus contributed to dispersion and dissipation processes after the 17th October.

3.4.2. August 2018 Heatwave and Fires

A similar analysis was performed for August 2018, which is particularly interesting
due to the fact that it encompasses a succession of extreme events which contributed to the
worsening of AQ, namely the advection of an anomalously warm air mass, originating over
the Sahara region, and a subsequent large fire in the southern region of Portugal. During
this episode, record-breaking temperature values were observed in continental Portugal,
and extremely high fire risk conditions prompted a significant fire in Monchique which
started on August 3rd. The air mass responsible for this occurrence presented a very high
concentration of Saharan dust, and was trapped for several days over the region.
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PM concentrations registered by local monitoring stations revealed an increase of
PM10 concentrations from the 3rd to 7th August (Figure 8), with maximum values reg-
istered over Chamusca monitoring station (over 150 µg/m3) on 6th August. Due to its
location, only Malpique monitoring station revealed a clear sign of the increase of PM10
concentrations due to the Monchique fire. PM10 and PM2.5 daily concentrations exceeded
both the daily limit values over southern inland areas and the west coast of Portugal, with
concentrations increasing clearly from the 3rd to the 6th of August.
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represents the prevailing CWT in each day.
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Figure 8. Similar to Figure 6, but for August 2018. The Monchique fire occurred over 3rd and 10th of
August (grey area). The red bar highlights the days under the heatwave conditions. The upper x-axis
represents the prevailing CWT in each day.

The influences of both the intrusion from Saharan warm air carrying particles and the
Monchique fire were identified by CAMS-NRT data (Figure 9), with the prior showing a
broader influence area in the first days of the event (5 and 6 of August), as a fingerprint of
the dust intrusion, and the latter a more localized influence (8–10 of August), as a result
of the wildfire. CAMS-NRT registered a maximum value of ~213 µg/m3 for PM10 and
~150 µg/m3 in the case of PM2.5, on the 5th August due to the extreme intrusion event
over southwestern Portugal. Nevertheless, maximum PM10 concentrations during this
episode are linked to the very large fire which took place in Monchique, with maximum
concentrations of up to 720 µg/m3 for PM10 on 9th August.
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This intense PM episode (Figure 8) was driven by the least frequent CWTs, NE and E,
during the period from 2nd of August until the 5th, with a strong positive temperature
anomaly [51], followed by the N CWT which contributed to the diminishing PM values
after 6th of August, as the heatwave declined. These results are consistent with previous
results, i.e., transported-caused PM extreme events in Portugal are linked predominantly
with situations characterized by an eastern component and advection of dry warmer air
masses [23,51].

4. Discussion

PM pollution episodes constitute a serious problem to human health [2–6]. Although
legal limits are in place for different pollutants [57], limit values are often exceeded. These
pollution episodes can occur related to certain instantaneous or predominant synoptic
weather conditions [19,23,24] (e.g., recirculation/stagnation [20], vertical inversions [58],
regional and long-range transport [18–20,22–24,38] or emissions [30,37,59]). Portugal
has been recurrently affected by PM extreme events [23,24,41,42], with high impacts on
health [36]. These health impacts have been widely and repeatedly reported throughout
the world [4–7,9–14,31,38], but studies are still lacking in Portugal.

Therefore, inter- and intra-annual variability of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations, as
measured by background monitoring stations, were analyzed for mainland Portugal over
the period 2006–2018, showing a tendency of reduction in the average annual values of PM
concentrations over the last decade. This tendency was also identified by Russo et al. [23]
and Guerreiro [60], with particular emphasis on the case of PM10.

PM values show a clear intra-annual cycle, with higher values in winter months for
most regions, particularly visible for the case of PM10, which is in accordance with previous
studies [23]. A clear weekly cycle is observed, with a minimum observed on Sundays, both
for PM10 and PM2.5 values, as a result of lower car traffic over the weekend [18,59].

Daily prevailing circulation patterns affecting Portugal were determined using an
automatic classification scheme [46], to analyze the impact of each CWT on air quality.
Although the anticyclonic CWT is the most frequent pattern throughout most of the year,
that is not the pattern associated with the highest PM concentrations. These are linked to
directional CWTs with a significant southerly and/or easterly component, which although
being some of the least frequent weather types throughout the year, appear to be associated
with the highest median and maximum concentrations. Similar results were also reported
for winter in the Netherlands [18] and for Portugal [23], with the less frequent CWTs
being related to higher values of several pollutants, namely for PM10 (in Portugal and the
Netherlands), NO2 and O3 (Portugal). The results presented here for PM2.5 constitute a
novelty to the best of our knowledge. Summing up, a major preliminary conclusion is that
the predominant CWTs in Portugal (i.e., anticyclonic and northerly regimes) are not related
to significant PM episodes, as the highest concentrations of PM tend to be restricted to a
smaller set of circulation configurations (NE, E, SE, S), which are usually associated with
less water content in the atmosphere [23].

In order to complement the wider picture obtained so far, two particularly extreme PM
events were evaluated, namely the episodes which took place between 15th–17th of October,
2017, and 3rd–10th of August, 2018, with the aim to clarify the meteorological factors that
led PM concentrations to surpass the legal limits. These episodes represent two outstanding
cases in terms of measured hourly concentrations, both by monitoring stations and CAMS-
NRT, during 2006–2018. The 2017 episode was associated with strong fires enhanced by
the close passage of Hurricane Ophelia, which fostered the high wind speed, the high
temperatures and the low relative humidity necessary for the development of massive
fires [53]. These fires, due to their proportion and duration, emitted large quantities of PM,
among other pollutants, reaching values 100 times above the legal limit [57]. The results
from CAMS-NRT are accordingly in agreement with measurements from background
monitoring stations of both pollutants. What is also particularly interesting during this
2017 event is the fact that, although reaching spectacularly high values, the concentrations
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diminished quickly (~1–2 days) to levels below the legal thresholds. This was in fact
potentiated by the CWTs observed during the fires which contributed to the dissipation
process (CWT W component).

The 2018 episode depicts a succession of extreme events which was initiated by the
advection of an anomalously warm air mass from the Sahara Desert, and culminated in
a large fire in the southern region of Portugal. Again, PM concentrations registered by
local monitoring stations and CAMS-NRT were above the legal limits for both pollutants
(10 times over for PM10). This severe episode was initially driven by remote PM transport
under an easterly component (NE and E) during the period from 2nd of August until the
5th, aggravated by local generation of PM due to the Monchique fire, followed by a turn to
a northerly component which contributed to the normalization of PM values after 6th of
August. These results are also consistent with previous results, i.e., transported-caused PM
extreme events in Portugal are associated predominantly with situations characterized by
an eastern component and advection of dry warmer air masses [23,51]. This circulation-to-
environment approach has the advantage of being easily transferred to other geographical
areas, which constitutes a promising tool in discriminating atmospheric conditions leading
to the occurrence of PM events.

Previous studies mostly analyzed data from monitoring stations, normally focusing
on the identification of the events [23,24,36,41]. Therefore, an approach which combines the
temporal advantage of background monitoring stations and the broader spatial information
on the range of areas affected by the pollution event, introduced by CAMS-NRT constitutes
a novelty, particularly for Portugal.

This work highlights the importance of certain CWTs on the setting and dispersion of
pollution events, which have an impact on both PM10 and PM2.5. This is also the first time
that PM2.5 was assessed using a circulation-to-environment approach for Portugal, to the
best of our knowledge. Another aspect which is noteworthy is the fact that CAMS-NRT is
able to identify PM levels far higher than monitoring stations, as expected. This should be
taken into account in terms of future environmental assessments, particularly when trying
to disentangle health impacts and developing institutional mitigation strategies.

One caveat identified here, is the fact that CAMS-NRT does not measure hourly
values. Nevertheless, we think that the daily information with high spatial resolution
partially overcomes that deficiency. Another caveat of this study is that it does not take
into account other PM sources, namely of an anthropogenic nature. At a European scale,
PM exceedances regarding the current European air quality limits are mostly associated
with the presence of secondary inorganic aerosol and traffic, which therefore constitute
the most important source categories to target for abatement throughout the year [61].
Nevertheless, these results are not equal for the whole of Europe and are closely influenced
by the sampling location and local influences. In some areas in Portugal, crustal and
mineral dust contributions, as well as industrial and wood burning contributions, are also
important [61,62] and should be addressed to minimize their impact on the local air quality
in the future.

This study might be a starting point to assess the applicability of developing warning
systems to assess the possibility of, in certain future circumstances, CWT having high
probability of contributing even more to the occurrence of high levels of PM.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of the work was to relate atmospheric circulation patterns affecting
Portugal with the observed PM, as measured by background monitoring stations and by
CAMS-NRT. As such, the CWT classification for mainland Portugal proposed by Trigo and
DaCamara [48] was used, considering a total of 10 distinct atmospheric circulation patterns.
Our results revealed the existence of a close relationship between weather types and PM
concentrations in Portugal. The main findings of this study are summarized below:

- Average annual PM concentrations show a reduction tendency over the last decade.
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- PM values show a clear intra-annual cycle, with higher values during wintertime for
most regions.

- The predominant CWTs in Portugal (i.e., anticyclonic and northerly regimes) are not
related to significant PM episodes, as the highest concentrations of PM tend to be
restricted to a smaller set of circulation configurations (NE, E, SE, S).

- This work highlights the importance of certain CWTs on the setting and dispersion of
pollution events, which have an impact on both PM10 and PM2.5. Namely, for the two
analyzed extreme events, associated with mega wildfires (15–17 October, 2017) and
dust intrusion (1–10 August, 2018), they both show prevailing southerly and easterly
circulations during the onset and peak of the events.

Although previous studies have related specific meteorological situations with air
quality levels in Portugal, this study provides, to the best of our knowledge, the first long-
term assessment (2006–2018) of PM2.5 data for Portugal employing CWT classification for
this sector of Europe.

The results highlight the two-fold importance of this circulation-to-environment ap-
proach, namely: (1) in the case of long-range transport, allowing the determination of the
prevailing CWTs related to lower air quality; (2) in the case of locally generated pollution
events, like fires, allowing for the identification of favorable dispersion conditions and the
propensity to a certain dispersion path. These results are important as an aid to air quality
forecasting since high concentrations of atmospheric pollution are associated with less
frequent CWTs and therefore the occurrence of these CWTs can be used as an operational
tool to forecast low air quality episodes.

This study might be a starting point to assess the applicability of CWT on the develop-
ment of pollution warning systems.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that anthropogenic sources of PM were not accounted
for in this study and should be addressed to minimize their impact on local air quality in
the future.

Finally, future assessments of the amplified impacts of compound events, namely fire
intrusions, in comparison with the impacts of individual events is one of the targets for
further work. Moreover, the expected diminishing of precipitation and intensification of
hot conditions may also exacerbate the fire risk and air pollution, and understanding the
changes in these interactions constitutes another promising line for future research in the
present climate change context. Therefore, studies on the future relationship between CWT
and pollution would be of high interest for the wider community.
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